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An Open Source IM client, capable of offering a variety of chat features, as well as integration with other services. It supports multiple simultaneous conversations, features message history, user avatars, attachments, history, and search. A text-based IRC client and a console-based Internet Relay Chat client. It supports the IRC DCC transfers and the RealJID feature, as well as some background colors for improved readability. It offers automatic joining, user accounts,
and also uses the powerful /list command for list of channels. A text-based XMPP client, capable of providing a wide range of features. It supports presence, presence info, direct messages, avatars, message history, and nicknames. It also enables you to sign in to an XMPP account from an already-signed account, along with some security features. A text-based IRC client that supports the HTTP, File, and NNTP protocols. It provides the ability to automatically search
through channels and list of users for the desired channel, and enable nick aliases. A text-based Instant Messaging client, capable of providing support for multiple protocols including the AOL IM, AIM, MSN, Jabber, Google Talk, and Yahoo! Messenger. A text-based IM client that supports the IRC, ICQ, MSN, and XMPP protocols. It offers a wide range of features, such as multi-message tabs, hiding and showing channels and users, user lists, nicknames, and also
IRC server commands. A text-based client for the AOL Instant Messenger, which supports several protocols including HTTP and NNTP. It offers support for plug-ins, a variety of emoticons, the AIMList and show_conv_to functions, Auto-linking messages, as well as Auto-linking contacts. A text-based IM client for the ICQ network that supports several protocols including the HTTP and XMPP. It offers a wide range of features, such as multi-message tabs,
hide/show channels, user lists, and nicknames. A text-based IM client capable of supporting the IRC, NNTP, HTTP, and XMPP protocols. It offers a variety of features, including multiple tabs, nick and user list settings, buddy lists, autostick, NNTP, and MUC search. A text-based XMPP client, capable of offering support for multiple
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KEYMACRO is a tool that makes it possible for you to create macros from pre-defined actions using Windows' Keyboards. What is a Macro Macros are small pieces of code that will be automatically run on a regular basis. These operations can be triggered by any event, such as an application launching, a user activity or a periodic event. The Macros The tool allows you to create a Macro that is activated upon execution and which can be assigned to one of the
predefined events. Once activated, the code is executed automatically and the operation can be executed multiple times. The Macros With KeyMACRO, you are enabled to create your own Macros by executing various predefined actions and assigning them to different events. These actions are defined using a programming language called key programming. Macros can be used to automate repetitive tasks, adding a little more efficiency to your daily routine. You can
even use them to create your own shortcuts. KeyMACRO Program Features: View, create and run Macros via command-line. Manage and edit Macros via Windows Registry. Binary files (.exe) are supported as the target to be Macros. The application can be set to run automatically on login or on a pre-defined time. The target can be any.exe file or program created with the application. The application runs on Windows 2000/XP/2003/Vista. Macro definitions are
saved and can be exported to *.txt or *.bin files. KeyMACRO Basic Features: Create and modify Macros. Macro details displayed in an easy to read format. You can view, save and export macros to *.bin or *.txt files. Export to *.txt files allows users to share macros with others. When saving macros, all the information such as the description, command-line parameters, macros that run it, timers, status of being run etc are saved into.txt files. Editing, saving and loading
macros. Macro definitions are written using the key programming language. The application can load macros from.txt or.bin files and save them to the same locations. When loading macros, all the data is saved into the application. The macros can be run once, every time the user opens the application, or every time the application starts up. All macros can be edited and modified using the.reg files. KeyMACRO Main Features: Create Macros and 1d6a3396d6
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Windows system monitors – Here are some tools that help you track down some of the important performance events on your computer. Process Manager – Simple, yet effective utility for tracking down what is running on your system, including applications and the computer’s own performance. WMI Performance – What is WMI and how to use it to enhance system performance. WMI for Windows NT – See how to enable and use WMI on your NT system. System
Monitor 2.0 – A complete task manager. (incl. Process Monitor and Process Explorer) System Monitor for Windows NT – A complete task manager. (incl. Process Monitor and Process Explorer) System Monitor: Process Monitor & Process Explorer: This is a native Windows tool and part of the Sysinternals Suite. The purpose of Sysinternals Suite is to allow programmers to access internals of the OS and tools that access them, to allow developers to debug
applications that have problems. Sysinternals is a collection of freeware tools that can aid in the troubleshooting of many Windows applications. It offers a comprehensive set of tools for monitoring and analyzing Windows processes and performance. The Process Monitor and Process Explorer is the main component of Sysinternals Suite. SYSTEMMONITOR.VBS Description: Sysinternals is a collection of freeware tools that can aid in the troubleshooting of many
Windows applications. It offers a comprehensive set of tools for monitoring and analyzing Windows processes and performance. The Process Monitor and Process Explorer is the main component of Sysinternals Suite. Pro: - Identifies process (file) type, location and owner - Displays file or directory open handles - Displays parent process open handles - Displays total process size - Displays process name and command line parameters - Displays running processes and
memory allocations - Displays directory listing of the current working directory - Displays version of the program being run - Shows possible reason of the process being run - Displays all event messages - Displays file locks - Displays processes that run with a special privilege - Shows what open files process has access to and does not have access to - Displays open files in hexadecimal - Displays processes that allocate the most memory - Displays memory allocations
per process - Shows you how much you are going to get out of the original size of the file
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Author: Mark Russinovich Description: Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 R2 introduced a new file system security system, Access Based Enumeration (ABE). This new system, also known as Access Control Lists (ACLs) allowed users to control access to files and folders by groups, users or specific entities. This system was a powerful enhancement to the conventional permissions system which, despite the general acceptance, is far from being a perfect solution.
One of the major flaws is that, even with all the capabilities provided by the new system, it is still not possible to have a file/folder "locked" by a user or a group. The system is also not working on directories, preventing users and groups to have a higher level of control on directory contents. Even more, this new system does not work when accessing "network shared" folders, which could cause a big security problem, as the possibility of having a third-party controlling
the access to a network folder is something that should be never allowed. This tool presents itself as a simple GUI to create, modify and delete access control lists, and is a safe way to control your files and folders by allowing to block or unblock users and groups. In a word, it is the perfect complement to the ABE system. Author: Trezor Description: In January of this year, when using Firefox to browse the web, it became clear that hundreds of sites are breaking the
internet. While most of these sites are far from being anything special, the biggest problem is the fact that many of these websites are located on the US East Coast. Even though this problem has existed for a while, Firefox was simply ignoring it. This is no longer the case: the Firefox maintainers have now addressed the problem, and the new version of Firefox, Firefox 3.5, was just released. The problem that is causing this is pretty simple. The US is the most popular
"domain name" in the world. People from all over the world use the US, and many of them choose to use a website hosted by an American company. The problem is that the US doesn't recognize the "no script" policy, and most of the time, people don't know that this is happening. In addition, there are many sites that simply don't respect the "no script" policy, regardless of whether they are hosted in the US or not. This tool is designed to help with all these issues, by
checking whether or not a website is breaking the internet. When you load a website, the tool checks whether or not it is going to use JavaScript. If it does, then the tool shows a warning about it. The tool also checks whether or not a website is serving videos, but the results aren't always reliable, as some websites don't seem to recognize that they should be providing videos. Author: Drew David Description: The problem that
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*** Note!*** Game is only available for download on Windows PC *** CATALYST: CATALYST - a WWII fighter plane game where you take off in a Spitfire, flying to destroy the enemy. Fight until you reach the ground. Trailer: Online Features: - Customizable Gameplay - Pause the Game and take on missions to earn in-game currency - Multiplayer through LAN and LAN games for up to 4 players - 9
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